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EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE

AGENDA

10th Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 8 May 2001

The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in The Chamber, Assembly Hall, The
Mound, Edinburgh.

1. Budget Process 2002/03 (in private): The Committee will consider its lines of
questioning for the Minister for Social Justice.

2. New member of the Committee: The new member of the Committee will make
a declaration of interests.

3. Items in Private: The Committee will consider whether to take items 5 and 6 in
private.

4. Budget Process 2002/03: The Committee will take evidence from —

Jackie Baillie MSP – Minister for Social Justice.

5. Inquiry into Travelling People and Public Sector Policies: The Committee will
consider a paper from the adviser.

6. Budget Process 2002/03: The Committee will consider a paper on the budget
process 2002/03.

**************

The following papers are attached:

Agenda Item 1

EO/01/10/1 (P) Private paper on suggested lines of questioning for witnesses

Agenda Item 4

EO/01/10/2 Submission from the UK Men’s Movement

EO/01/10/3 (P) Private paper from SPICe



Agenda Item 5

EO/01/10/4 (P) Private paper from the adviser (to follow)

EO/01/10/5 Memorandum from the General Register Office for Scotland

Agenda Item 6

EO/01/10/6 (P) Private paper on the budget process 2002/03

Lee Bridges
Clerk to the Committee
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Equal Opportunities Committee

Tuesday 8 May, 2001

Submission from UK Men’s Movement

Information from UK Men’s Movement relating to Domestic Abuse and the
Scottish Executive’s Budget, 2001

1. The Scottish Executive announced that £18.3 million pounds would be
devoted to Domestic Abuse ( see Press Release 29.11.00).  It is unclear from the
Scottish Executive Budget exactly where this sum is allocated or if it is split up
into miscellaneous components of separate departments.  This is a lack of
transparency both for MSPs and the public at large.

2. Despite a spate of official denials, relayed to the UKMM by ministers and
officials, the terminology and imagery used  by the Scottish Executive on this
subject is entirely one-sided and sex discriminatory.  Examples abound:-
(a) In the Press Release, 29.1.00, it states:

‘ 10 million pounds to fund 300 new refuge places for women and children’
‘ £818,000 will allow woman’s aid....’

(b) The series of TV adverts shown nationwide display images where a man
is (verbally) abusing a woman.  It states, ‘Research show that 1 in 5
women lives with the constant threat of domestic abuse’ (See below for
facts relating to this 1 in 5 figure)

(c) The Scottish Partnership on Domestic Abuse ( set up under Scot. Exec.
auspices) is entirely sexist in its message and proposals. To wit, ‘The
Strategy sets out three Aims- the  3 P’s:
• Prevention- active prevention of domestic abuse of both women

and children.
• Protection- appropriate legal protection for women and children

who experience domestic abuse; and
• Provision- adequate provision of support services for women and

children” ( see Press Release 26.11.00)
(d) The Scot. Exec. Publication , ‘National Strategy to address Domestic

Abuse in Scotland’ is entirely sexist in its content.
(e) Ms Jackie Baillie toured schools to launch an anti-domestic abuse culture

among pupils.  She stated, ‘ We must ensure that we challenge attitudes
forming in the next generation to prevent violence against women’ (see
Press Release 31.1.01)

(f) In her comments on the 25th anniversary of the Sex Discrimination Act, Ms
Baillie, in a piece of consummate but unintended irony, stated under the
heading, ‘Violence against Women’;
‘The Scottish Partnership on Domestic Abuse established in 1998 with a
remit to recommend minimum levels of service provision to women
experiencing domestic abuse’ (see Press Release 22.1.01)
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(g) In the Press Release of 21.11.0, titled, ‘Delivering a Women’s Agenda....’,
Ms Baillie states, under the section ‘Domestic Abuse’, ‘ Violence against
women is wrong and will not be tolerated.’
Note: Ms Baillie’s title is Minister for Social Justice.  No mention of justice
for men in any of her pronouncements.

3. From the above information (all accessible on the Scottish Executive’s own
website) it is abundantly clear that the Executive has masterminded a one-way
campaign on Domestic Abuse.  This campaign assumes that women are victims
and men the abusers. £18.3 million pounds of public funds has been committed
in this financial year to the above premise (with several million pounds in
previous years).

4. It is time to look at the assumptions made by the Scot. Exec. and analyse its
accuracy.

5. Domestic Abuse; who does what to whom?
The 1996 Scottish Crime Survey found that, as far as Domestic Violence goes,
victims were (for lifetime experience) 16% female and 8% male.  They state, in
addition, ‘ Some types of force were significantly more likely to be used on one
sex than another.  Men were more likely to have had something thrown at them
(84%) than women (63%), and were more likely  to have been hit with something
(57% of men; 17% of women).  Also, while 18% of male victims of force reported
having been stabbed or cut, no women reported this.

6. The 2000 Scottish Crime Survey found that 19% of females and 8% of males
were victims of domestic violence over a lifetime.  The TV adverts could have
equally stated the risks for men, but this was not done.  Only a sexist message
was presented.  One event in a lifetime does not, of course, mean that one is
‘living with the constant threat of violence’ as is spuriously claimed in the TV
adverts.

7. If a person has their car stolen on one occasion in their life, one can but hope
that they would not go through the remainder of their life, in a worried state, with
the ‘constant threat’ of have their car stolen again.

8. The Home Office Research Study No. 191, (pub. Jan. 2000) found that 4.2%
of men and 4.2% of women were victims of Domestic Violence in the previous
year i.e. an exact gender equality of victims.

9. Since all of this is published on the government’s own www.open.gov.uk
website, it is all the more amazing that the Scottish Executive has mounted a
campaign ignoring male victims.

10. We contend that the Scottish Executive is,
• discriminating against men in Scotland
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• misusing public funds by the above sex discrimination
• wilfully denying the evidence of its own research findings for reasons of

political ideology.
• denying equal opportunities to men.

11. At the same time, ministers and officials are denying that this campaign
contains any discrimination.  This attitude is not new, however.  George Orwell
explained it in great detail in his book ‘1984’.  It is known as ‘doublethink’, the
ability to simultaneously ‘know’ and ‘not know’ a fact.  The Scottish Executive is
further practising Orwell’s doublespeak.

12. We request the Equal Opportunities Committee to take appropriate steps to
redress the sex discriminatory policies of the Scottish Executive. We further
request the Committee to criticise the lack of equal opportunities and the
absence of ‘mainstreaming equality’ in the Budget

Paul Duddy
April 2001
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THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE

2001 CENSUS

1. Census Enumeration of Gypsy Travellers

1.1 To ensure that Gypsy Travellers are included in Scotland's Census the General Register
Office for Scotland has consulted both national and local organisations on the procedures
to enumerate Scotland's Gypsy Travellers.

1.2 Census Area Managers are liaising with local authority representatives and have identified
managed and unofficial sites and also roadside encampments in each area.

1.3 The standard enumeration procedures for households will be used to count Gypsy
Travellers. Census enumerators will deliver Census forms to Gypsy Travellers prior to
Census day, 29 April 2001. A reply paid postback envelope will also be delivered and
Gypsy Travellers are asked to return the Census form as soon as possible after Census day.
If forms are not returned by post, the enumerators will call back and attempt to collect the
completed forms. If the traveller has moved to an alternative site, then the enumerator will
complete a form recording basic demographic information.

1.4 The Census will not provide comprehensive results on Gypsy Travellers, as the ethnic
group question does not include a tick box for 'Gypsy / Traveller'. However, there is an
option for this response to be recorded in the write-in section of the question.

1.5 The Scottish Executive produces reports on number of Gypsy Traveller pitches, occupancy
and turnover, and also on counts of Gypsy Travellers by age and sex in January and July of
each year. The reports are based on returns made by Local Authorities about managed
sites, private sites used by Travellers, and about unauthorised encampments on the
roadside.

2 Timetable for Producing Census Results

2.1 The first results of population by age and sex for Scotland as a whole and for Council and
Health Board Areas are planned to be made available in August 2002. More detailed
standard output for smaller geographical areas, from other questions and cross-tabulations
are planned for Spring 2003.

2.2 The classifications of religion in standard output will be broadly based on the tick boxes on
the form. For ethnicity, the cross-tabulations in standard output will probably use a 5-
category classification: 'White', 'Indian', 'Other South Asian', 'Chinese' and 'Other'. For
more specialised output a 14-category classification of ethnicity is likely to be used,
corresponding to the tick boxes on the form. Final proposals for the various sets of results
for standard output will be put to Census users this Summer.

Paper EO.01.10.05

Equal Opportunities Committee

8 May 2001
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2.3 More detailed topic output can be either commissioned by users or laid before the Scottish
Parliament by the Registrar General. For religion, there is the possibility that the write-in
answers will be coded to provide a detailed classification, but no plans for such coding
exist at this moment. For ethnicity plans are in hand to code write-in answers to some 90
categories including Irish Traveller, Traveller and Gypsy/Romany. The coding structure
will also recognise in which of the 5 sections of the question the answer was written. It is
likely that, for reasons of confidentiality, such detailed output would not be released for
areas within Scotland, but only for Scotland as a whole. The topic outputs are planned to
be made available soon after the standard output.

3. Updating Census Data

3.1 Census data is not updated. Annual population statistics are produced which draw on the
Census and subsequent birth, death and migration data. Other sample surveys are
conducted (not by the Registrar General) to estimate characteristics of the population in the
period between censuses. These surveys may draw on Census and population estimates to
gross up the sample.

General Register Office for Scotland
May 2001


